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A Gift of Love

An impulsive act as a teenager costs him dear, but Dr. Thukar resolve to make amends ..... He cannot let his students fall prey to the same mistake...... Moina’s hopes to have a new Bro, an adopted one, r dashed when authorities decide to give away rohan to a childless couple--- couldn’t a grandparent be adopted instead?..... An HIV_ positive Anubhav gives a unique gift to heal his mother’s pain and suffering......... Children fight absilete customs for a tiny pet ----- these are some of the varied themes portrayed in this ciliation. A gift of love indeed.

Don’t get confused as this are the few main lines from 17 Short Stories of these book.

To get further information u have to go through the book...........................

Questions

1. Did you like the book? (Yes/No) Why?

Ans: Yes I like this book as the short stories of this book are good to pass our time.

2. Which characters you liked most? Why?

Ans: I Cant say about characters as there are many in each story but all of them are good at their own places.

Conclusion: -Short Stories r Good for Big Knowledge.